
1 Who played the character of Rick O'Connell in the turn of the century Mummy trilogy? Brendan Fraser

2 In which 1989 film would you find John Cusack’s character outside a love interests house, holding a boombox above his head? Say Anything

3 Who created the anthology science fiction TV series 'Black Mirror'? Charlie Brooker

4 Which Disney animated film involves Jiminy Cricket and 'pleasure Island'? Pinocchio

5 Who is Rocky's main opponent in the 1976 film, 'Rocky'? Apollo Creed

6 Who directed films like 'Whiplash', 'La La Land' and 'First Man'? Damien Chazelle

7 In which financial film series would you find the character Gordon Gekko? Wall Street

8 What does Prince Adam need to shout in order to transform into He-Man? By the Power of Grayskull

9 Name the 2017 OSCAR winning documentary that accidentally focussed on the Russian Olympic doping scandal? Icarus

10 Name the 2003 film based on a Disneyland theme park ride? Pirates of the Caribbean

11 Which video game console's controller has 'Square, X, Circle and Triangle' as its four main buttons? PlayStation

12 Since the year 2000, how many women have won the BBC Sports Personality of the Year Award? 3

13 In what year was the first game in the 'Guitar Hero' series released? 2005=2pts, 00s=1pt

14 How many squares make up each shape in the game 'Tetris'? 4

15 In the board game 'Trivial Pursuit', what colour is the Science and Nature category? Green

16 The 'Sheffield Rules' were early laws, introduced in 1858, for which sport? Football

17 In terms of the MMA promotion, what does UFC stand for? Ultimate Fighting Championship

18 Name the Ballon D'or winning English footballer who played for Liverpool, Hamburg, and Newcastle United? Kevin Keegan

19 Which country has the most titles in the men’s 'World Rugby Sevens Series'? New Zealand

20 Bobby Fischer was considered one of the greatest of all time in which game, competing in what is known as the 'game of the century''? Chess

21 Which cheese takes longer to make; Mozzarella or Gorgonzola? Gorgonzola

22 Name the chocolate bar, produced by Cadbury’s, that contains chocolate, peanuts, nougat [NU-GA], caramel, biscuit and puffed rice? Picnic Bar

23 What would have a higher concentration of coffee per volume: Espresso or Ristretto? Ristretto

24 Which beer brand ran the 'Whassup' advertising campaign between 1999 and 2002? Budweiser

25 The name of what re-baked salad ingredient comes from the French meaning "crust"? crouton

26 Which contains more calories: 20 chicken McNuggets or a McDonalds double quarter pounder with cheese? 20 nuggets

27 Also the name of a medieval bludgeoning weapon, what is the spice derived from a nutmeg seeds covering? Mace

28 True or false: the modern version of Marshmallow is named after the plant Marsh-Mallow? True

29 A Royal Fizz is a Gin Fizz with the addition of what: A)Honey, B)Egg, C)Saliva? B)Egg

30 From which country does the colourless liqueur Sambuca originate? Italy

31 What is the capital city of Ukraine? Kiev

32 How many yards are in a mile? 1760 yards

33 Which Australian Comedian wrote the music for the musical production of Matilda, that made its West End debut in 2011? Tim Minchin

34 In terms of the Roald Dahl novel, what does BFG stand for? Big Friendly Giant

35 Who was the last Labour Prime Minister of the United Kingdom? Gordon Brown

36 The 'Carlisle Bells' are the oldest sports trophies in the world, for which animal-based sport? Horse Racing

37 Which scientist presented the three laws of motion to the world in 1686? Isaac Newton

38 Which musical group, formed in New York in 1991, have historically consisted of members such as Method Man, Ghostface Killah and Raekwon?Wu Tang Clan

39 Who contested the 2012 American Presidential Election against Barack Obama? Mitt Romney

40 What word describes trees that lose their leaves in winter? Deciduous
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